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Last Monday, November 6th, I was privileged to serve on a
panel discussion at the American Enterprise Institute in
Washington DC, where the topic was Puerto Rico after Hurricane
Maria. The discussion covered a wide range in topics that
included the damage to Puerto Rico as well as issues of
finance, law, and markets.
The proposed solutions to the
problems ranged from a Marshall Plan-type of approach to
direct Federal oversight. Included in the discussion were the
social issues that are also affecting Puerto Rico and in some
cases are obstacles to progress. The link to see this panel
discussion is here:
http://www.cumber.com/john-mousseau-panelist-at-american-enter
prise-institute-puerto-rico-discussion/
One of the panelists at AEI was Alex Pollock. Alex is a
distinguished fellow at the Washington-based R Street
Institute, where he provides thoughts and policy leadership on
financial issues. Here is the link to his bio:
http://www.rstreet.org/people/alex-j-pollock/
Alex has written a terrific piece on the meteorological
conditions that affect Puerto Rico, and hurricanes in
particular. His analysis has implications for the rebuilding
of Puerto Rico near-term, as well as longer term-implications
on issues running from federal intervention to possible future
statehood. With Alex’s permission we present it here.
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Puerto Rico has a long history of many disastrous hurricanes,
as once again this year with the devastating Hurricane Maria.
These disasters recur frequently, historically speaking, in an
island located “in the heart of hurricane territory.”
Some
notable examples follow, along with descriptions excerpted
from various accounts of them.
-In 1867, “Hurricane San Narciso devastated the island.”
(Before reaching Puerto Rico, it caused “600 deaths by
drowning and 50 ships sunk” in St. Thomas.)
-In 1899, Hurricane San Ciriaco “leveled the island” and
killed 3,369 people, including 1,294 drowned.
-In 1928, “Hurricane San Felipe…devastated the island”–“the
loss caused by the San Filipe hurricane was incredible.
Hundreds of thousands of homes were destroyed. Towns near the
eye of the storm were leveled,” with “catastrophic destruction
all around Puerto Rico.”
-In 1932, Hurricane San Ciprian “caused the death of hundreds
of people”—“damage was extensive all across the island” and
“many of the deaths were caused by the collapse of buildings
or flying debris.”
-In 1970, Tropical Depression Fifteen dumped an amazing 41.7
inches of rain on Puerto Rico, setting the record for the
wettest tropical cyclone in its history.
-In 1989, Hurricane Hugo caused “terrible damage. Banana and
coffee crops were obliterated and tens of thousands of homes
were destroyed.”
-In 1998 came Hurricane Georges–“its path across the entirety
of the island and its torrential rainfall made it one of the
worst natural disasters in Puerto Rico’s history”—“Threequarters of the island lost potable water”– “Nearly the entire

electric grid
destroyed.”
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-In 2004, Hurricane Jeanne caused “severe flooding along many
rivers,” “produced mudslides and landslides,” “fallen trees,
landslides and debris closed 302 roads,” and “left most of the
island without power or water.”
-And in 2017, as we know, there was Hurricane Maria (closely
following Hurricane Irma), with huge destruction in its wake.
These are some of the worst cases. On this list, there are
nine of them in 150 years. That is, on average, one every 17
years or so.
All in all, if we look at the 150 year record from 1867 to
now, Puerto Rico has experienced 42 officially defined “major
hurricanes”—those of category 3 or worse. Category 3 means
“Devastating damage will occur.”
Category 4 means
“Catastrophic damage will occur.”
And Category 5’s
catastrophic damage further entails “A high percentage of
framed homes will be destroyed…Power outages will last for
weeks to possibly months.
Most of the area will be
uninhabitable for weeks or months.”
Of the 42 major hurricanes since 1867 in Puerto Rico, 16 were
Category 3, 17 were Category 4, and 9 were Category 5,
according to the official Atlantic hurricane database.
Doing the arithmetic (150 years divided by 42), we see that
there is on average a major hurricane on Puerto Rico about
every 3 ½ years.
There is a Category 4 or 5 hurricane every 5.8 years, on
average.
And Category 5 hurricanes occur on average about every 17
years.
There are multiple challenging dimensions to these dismaying

frequencies–humanitarian, political, engineering, financial.
To conclude with the financial question:
-How can the repetitive rebuilding of such frequent
destruction be financed?
Thinking about it in the most
abstract way, somewhere savings have to be built up. This may
be either by self-insurance or by the accumulation of
sufficiently large premiums paid for insurance bought from
somebody else.
Self-insurance can include the cost of
superior, storm resistant construction.
Or funds could be
borrowed for reconstruction, but have to be quite rapidly
amortized before the next hurricane arrives.
Or somebody
else’s savings have to be taken in size to subsidize the
recoveries from the recurring disasters.
Is it possible for Puerto Rico to have a long-term strategy
for financing the recurring costs of predictably being in the
way of frequent hurricanes, other than using somebody else’s
savings?
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